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Beijing has become a property
developer’s dream as projects
spring up around landmark
buildings such as the National
Grand Theatre. Photo: AFP
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Rise and shine
Beijing is booming as cool clubs, elegant eateries and
hip hotels spring up all over town, writes Mark Graham
gastronomy menu at the Blu Lobster
restaurant in the Shangri-La hotel
has foodies swooning and salivating.
McKenna’s speciality dishes include
a salad containing 42 ingredients,
avocado ice cream with lemongrass
foam and, of course, the lobsters
that give the restaurant its name.
“Beijing is the place to be and not
just for the Olympics,” says the chef.
“It’s a happening city. You should
never underestimate the people
here – they are more and more into
their food and increasingly
knowledgeable. There is so much
happening here.”
The high price of wine is a regular
gripe among Beijing residents, but a
popular spot that has kept prices low
is a wine bar in a traditional hutong
near Hou Hai Lake, run by two
brothers from France. The Le Baie
des Anges, next to another fine oldhome conversion, Hutong Pizza,
stays open late and hosts the odd
live music performance.
The area is the city’s finest for
aimless ambling, al fresco dining
and people-watching. There are also
scores of quirky stores around the
lake area, including Three Stones
Kites, in business for three

generations, where prices range
from HK$30 for a simple model for
children up to HK$10,000 for a handmade kite in the shape of the
Chinese character for longevity.
Other Chinese icons –
communist revolutionary heroes,
movie pin-ups and even a Beijing
subway ticket – grace the whimsical
T-shirts and mugs found at
Plastered T-Shirts, founded by a
British entrepreneur. In fact, this is
the right place to find expats who

Beijing is the place
to be, and not just
for the Olympics.
It’s a happening city
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have an eye for the offbeat: an
Australian is the brains behind the
12sqm Bar and Cafe, which indeed
boasts just 12 square metres for its
three stools, small table and shelves
of beer and liquor.
The quaint Hou Hai-area streets
are a world away from Beijing’s
bright and brash new nightclubs,
where champagne is the drink of
choice and the party lasts until the
sun begins its daily, usuallyunsuccessful struggle to break
through the polluted skies.
The wildest of all the nightspots,
at least in terms of decor, is the
Philippe Starck-designed Lan Club,
which is 6,000 square metres of total
wackiness. The restaurant-cumnightclub features plush velvet sofas,
leather chairs with soaring brass
eagles hovering over the top, glass

Entrée: Dubai
A mega city rising from the desert,
Dubai has quickly established itself
as a global hot spot and its luxury
restaurants are already turning
heads.

stunning, crystal surroundings,
you’re swept into a Raffles fantasy
land. True, Dubai razzle dazzle.

Buddha Bar, Grosvenor House,
Sheikh Zayed Road
(buddha-bar.com)
You’d be forgiven for feeling a touch
self-important as you’re ushered
along the red carpet into Dubai’s
swankiest bar cum restaurant. The
people who frequent this Parisian
export aren’t so much here to see,
but to be seen. Dominated by a fivemetre Buddha, the interior is as dark
and mysterious as the stranger in the
corner, who’ll inevitably buy you an
overpriced cocktail. Renowned for
its sushi, Buddha Bar’s snazzy dishes
come fresh and have as much
glamour as the girls on the
surrounding tables. Wallet-busting,
but wonderful.

Barasti Bar, Le Meridien Mina Seyahi
Beach Resort & Marina,
(starwoodhotels.com)
It’s impossible to arrive in Dubai
without somebody offering their
eatery-based expertise. Barasti is
what they’ll whisper. In the cooler
months, this beachside bar and
restaurant is constantly bustling
with tourists, locals and expats alike.
A live musician strums his guitar
when the DJ’s not spinning and
smiling waiters in Hawaiian shirts
serve a limited choice of burgers,
salads and international dishes,
albeit to five star hotel standards.
Friends smoke shisha, gazing out at
the sea, and the beach-bound
security guards are more than ready
to run should anyone attempt that
midnight swim.

Fire & Ice – Cellar and Grill,
Raffles Dubai
(raffles.com)
Liquid nitrogen is the dish of the day
at Dubai’s most recent contender in
the best restaurant rankings. It sits
atop the tomato gazpacho like a
curious mist in a fairy story. Fire &
Ice is a dramatic dining experience.
Its wagyu beef tenderloin had
everyone talking earlier this year,
and its black truffle mashed potato is
worth a column on its own. With

Vu’s, Jumeirah Emirates Towers,
Sheikh Zayed Road
(jumeirahemiratestowers.com)
Although soon to be overshadowed
by the Burj Dubai, the Emirates
Towers will no doubt retain their
smooth sophistication, helped by
Vu’s (top right), a stunning
restaurant on the 50th floor. Your
ears will pop as you arrive via the lift
and your eyes might well do the
same once you see the view. From
neon lights to desert dunes, Dubai in

all its growing glory sprawls beneath
you. But you’ll need to focus on the
mammoth menu, too. The service is
excellent – attentive waiters help you
select your meal. Veal steaks,
shellfish and heavenly foie gras
complement that incredible,
panoramic view. Pricey, but well
worth a look.
Butcher Shop & Grill,
Mall of the Emirates,
(malloftheemirates.com)
Despite being in a shopping mall
(like much of Dubai), this is the
perfect place for the ravenous
carnivore. Once you’re tucking into
that succulent sirloin, accompanied
by smooth, garlic mash and a side of
juicy giant mushrooms in blue
cheese sauce, you won’t notice the
shoppers frowning at the blood
dripping down your T-shirt. This
South African affair is also a
butcher’s shop (hence the name), so
take away an ostrich steak, or some
chicken livers for later.
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cupboards stuffed with ornate
religious candles, shelves with row
upon row of canned tuna and oldmaster-style paintings hung at
drunken angles.
It has proved so popular that Lan
is opening a second club in
Shanghai, which in itself is
something of a turnaround. The
coastal port city, which for many
years laid claim to being China’s
nightlife and style trendsetter, has
lately been outshone by its northern
rival and will be eclipsed further
after the Olympics.
Among the clubs that have given
Beijing the nightlife edge is Block 8,
a fashionista favourite that boasts a
rooftop “beach bar”, popular during
the summer.
“We are aiming for the glitz
and glamour in Beijing,” says
Monaco-born manager Sebastien
Noat. “This is a city that likes to
party. There are always clubs that
are full every night of the week. In
the first year of operation we sold
10,000 bottles of Moet & Chandon
at 750 yuan (HK$855) a pop.”
Business is so good that Noat has
opened two new ventures: Bling, a
Miami-themed nightclub for a
sophisticated, music-loving crowd,
and the All Star Sports Bar and Grill.
Other wining, dining and
dancing spots jostling for a slice of
the Olympic action have been
working frantically to open. Among
those successfully having made the
deadline is 1949, the Hidden City, a
lifestyle complex located in a
converted machinery factory close
to the Worker’s Stadium.
The company behind it, Elite
Concepts of Hong Kong, seems to
have a hit on its hands, particularly

Duck de Chine (far left) and Blu Lobster (left) offer top-notch nosh; revellers
at Block 8 (above). Photos courtesy of Elite Concepts, Shangri-La, Block 8

with the Duck de Chine restaurant,
which features duck wall murals,
duck chopstick holders and juicy
Peking duck cooked in a wood-fired
oven. An art gallery, noodle store
and bars round things off.
Across the street is yet another
debutante, the Village at Sanlitun,
which has brought wholesale
gentrification to the previously
scruffy neighbourhood, once a
maze of dodgy drinking dens
and knock-off DVD stores favoured
by low-budget expatriates and
language students.
As well as bars and restaurants
galore, the Village has the Swire
group’s first-ever hotel, a boutique
property called The Opposite
House, designed by hotshot
architect Kengo Kuma.

The property will be competing
in an incredibly crowded market,
which has recently seen a slew of
new hotel openings, including the
trendy Hotel G, the Park Hyatt,
the Westin Chaoyang and the
Hilton Beijing Wangfujing. All of
this is all fabulous news for
Hongkongers planning a postOlympics visit. Rooms in the
autumn will be going for a song,
the choice of restaurants and bars
will be mind-blowing and the city
itself, impressive at the best of times,
will be at its spic and span best.
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Getting there
Dragon Air (dragonair.com) and
Cathay Pacific (cathaypacific.com)
both have regular daily flights
between Hong Kong and Beijing.
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ast week’s Olympic Games
opening must have been
one of the biggest comingout parties ever. It was a
bash watched around the
world that saw Beijing showing off
its modern-day marvels – buildings
that set new parameters in
architectural experimentation,
gourmet restaurants that would
be at home in Paris or New York
and five-star hotels that push the
luxury envelope.
When Beijing won the right to
host the Olympic Games some
seven years ago, it embarked on a
massive regeneration programme,
one that would leave the city with
breathtakingly adventurous
buildings such as the “Bird’s Nest”
National Stadium, the “Water Cube”
National Aquatics Centre, the
“Egg” National Grand Theatre
and the angled towers of the
new CCTV tower, dubbed
“the trouser legs” by local wags.
The transformation is often
described as the city’s biggest
makeover since Ming dynasty
emperors began work on the
Forbidden City; the only real major
construction flurry between then
and now was immediately after
the 1949 communist takeover,
when the grim Stalinist structures
in and around Tiananmen Square
were built.
The building boom has by no
means been confined to
gargantuan, state-sponsored
projects. Chinese-American lawyer
Handel Lee, a long-time Beijing
resident and entrepreneur is the
brains behind the Legation Quarter
project, an ambitious renovation of
the Qing dynasty-era American
embassy. The heart and soul of the
venture is an art gallery (Lee’s first
venture, the still-thriving Courtyard
restaurant, also has an art theme)
with a cluster of eateries such as
Maison Boulud a Pekin and Teatro,
where the nouveau riche can test
their credit card limits.
The capital, once a wasteland for
gourmands, now has a wealth of
culinary options. Many think the top
toque in town belongs to Irishman
Brian McKenna, whose molecular

After the Olympics draws to a close,
you might want to follow in the
footsteps of China’s most famous
leaders and head to Mao’s
birthplace in the city of Changsha,
Hunan province. Foreign trade
thrived here in the early 20th century
but now western faces appear to be
something of a novelty in this
sprawling city of 5 million people.
This was the site of Mao’s first
experiments in politics, and it is still
possible to visit the former office of
the Hunan Communist Party
Committee guarded by an
enormous statue of Mao in classic
“taxi hailing” pose. The office is now
a small but hugely atmospheric
museum housing Mao’s living
quarters, photos and historical items
from the 1920s.
Nearby Hunan Number 1
Teachers’ Training School (below) is
where Mao attended classes from
1913 to 1918 and returned as a
teacher from 1920 to 1922. Selfguided tours take in Mao’s office, the
classroom and the open air, where
he enjoyed taking cold baths and
cultivated “fortitude, courage and
boldness”, as the sign proclaims.
The main attraction of Hunan is
Shaoshan, two hours southwest of
Changsha. Visitor numbers have
declined since the peak of 3 million a
year during the 60s, but the village is
still a place of pilgrimage.
The Hunanese countryside en
route feels like a true taste of rural
China – where slabs of meat hang for
sale from carts and grubby children
play by the roadside. The sense of
anticipation becomes tangible as the
bus approaches Mao’s birthplace.
Inside, having negotiated the
respectful PLA guards, one can see
the bedroom of Mao’s parents and
read that his father was a “hard
working, thrifty, smart and
crackajack [sic] man”.
There is as much laughter as
reverence. After all, where else is it
possible to buy a cigarette lighter
that glows and plays The East is Red,
or a set of key rings featuring all
the big players of Chinese
communism? Best of all is the
chance to dress up for a photo as a
Red Guard – complete with wooden
firearm and a cardboard cut-out of
the chairman.
For some the visit to Shaoshan is
simply a break from the routine of
field or factory, though for many it is
a chance to pay their respects to the
father of modern China.
The trip to Shaoshan is
completed by a visit to the museum,
built in 1967, that houses waxworks,
film of hysterically weeping Red
Guards, Mao’s socks, cigarette
holders and his enormous
swimming trunks worn in those
famous film images of him floating
down the Yangtze in the 60s.

